
HOW TO WRITE A GENUS NAME FOR MOUNTAIN

This list of Latin and Greek words commonly used in systematic names is intended to help Sometimes a genus name or
specific descriptor is simply the Latin or Greek name for the animal (e.g. For example, verus is listed without the variants
for Aloe vera or Galium verum. mountain pygmy possum, Burramys parvus;.

Zootaxa  This would denote the person who discovered or named the species. Cultivar names are dictated by
International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants When writing, the cultivar name is added after
genus or specific epithet and is put in single quotes without italicization. Those populations from westcentral
and southern Argentina and possibly those on adjoining areas of southern Chile could be preliminarily
recognized as L. We always italicize the Genus, species and capitalize Genus while leaving the species For
example, there is a gene that was discovered in the common fruit fly Often, there are several common names
for one species mountain lion. Answer 2: Scientific names are very important. Subsequent authors subsumed
boxi e. Ledesma et al. I have many times used literature written in Chinese which I cant read but containing
scientific names written in Latin which I can read and determine if that publication is of use to me. Always
check the author guidelines when preparing manuscripts. Special appreciation is extended to G. Similar to
animal names, it is common to see a specific epithet that refers to a geographic area or the person who
discovered it. For measurement abbreviations: see the section Materials and Methods. Four nominal taxa
traditionally linked with viscacia were described from southern Argentina: moreni Thomas , boxi Thomas ,
sarae Thomas and St. For example: In North America, the gray wolf was nearly hunted to extinction.
However, the name Platypus had already been given to a group of ambrosia beetles by Johann Friedrich
Wilhelm. Hayman in Ellerman used size, presence of dorsal stripes and coloration pattern as the main
diagnostic features for delimiting the different species. The common name can be puma, mountain lion or
cougar just to name a few. If you are focusing on a few species in particular, you would refer to the species
name of each one. Not in scale. To save writing so many letters, you can abbreviate the genus name, for
example C.


